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Groundbreaking ceremony
With the symbolic turn of the first sod on Tuesday, November 17, 2015, the management team at JOB
Thermo Bulbs started the activities to set up a new manufacturing and research and development building.
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JOB Thermo Bulbs expands its family business
As another step into the future, JOB is systematically following its
long-term strategy of extending production capacities by building a
new technology center and expanding space for development laboratories by adding approx. 30,000 sq. ft (2,800 m²) to its existing infrastructure. This is a clear sign for expanding the family-owned business and to manufacture in accordance with its quality approach
“Zero Failure.” On top of that, the JOB management team is proud to
announce that “Our glass products are ‘Made in Germany’ only” and
that “JOB” stands for 100% reliability in every aspect. Besides
securing continuous growth and innovative product supplies in the
sprinkler and automotive industry, JOB is investing in a second manufacturing location and in parallel setups with a new production plant
for fulfilling its redundancy strategy.

Furthermore, JOB is expanding its business activities into fire suppression technology. Guided by its vision: A world where everyone is
protected against the risk of fire at any time, JOB invented the
extinguishing E-Bulb for which it has recently received a prestigious
Innovations Award. Together with universities, JOB develops new
technologies to extend and to industrialize the product portfolio.
Rüdiger Klug, CTO at JOB Thermo Bulbs, states “We are glad,
because the new floor space makes it a lot easier for us to follow-up
and work on all these new products and production processes.
”By the way, we are proud of being in the final steps of having the
UL component recognition for our E-Bulb, for which we already
have positive test reports from organizations like the VDE and MPA.“
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JOB‘s new production area will be almost double in size, providing full redundancy.
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And there is still room for improvement. JOB continuously focuses on
zero-risk management and is setting up the new facility and its
management accordingly. This next step of expansion reflects an
orientation towards future growth and the ever-increasing flexibility
requirements in our globalized world. Plant manager Stephan Großkopff points out: “The new building provides us with a fully redundant
(N+1) infrastructure and production layout.” The two independent
building sections are (of course) fully fire protected by automatic fire
sprinkler systems (with sprinkler bulbs made by JOB), the latest
technology of fire detection systems, and state-of-the-art access and
intrusion surveillance technology.

Leading by Risk Management

Zero-failure production layout
On the new ground floor, the two production lines start with glass made by JOB, followed by batch- and line itemcontrolled glass forming technology and automatic filling stations, calibration and welding processes.

Statistical process control (SPC) of more than 900 inline optical and
mechanical measurements ensures the highest – and reproducible –
quality of all products, completely integrated with the ERP system.
The extended mechanical workshop allows JOB to continue engineering of production tools and assembly and test tools for JOB’s partners. Today, more than 35 bulb integrity test machines and hundreds
of assembly support tools are helping JOB’s customers with their
production and integration of JOB products.

The new building will also feature a showroom with insights into JOB’s
technologies regarding tools, services and research capabilities (TSR).
On the second floor, besides hosting all of the R&D activities, JOB establishes the innovation center for new product and production technologies like the C-Bulb, E-Bulb and AMFE as well as the extension of the
existing product portfolio. Additionally, in the innovation center, highly
customized products will be developed or advanced, like the R, S, or EFBulbs as well as R, S, and EF-AMFE for the sprinkler and other industries.

A dedicated area for research work on very visionary projects like SAK
and the M-Bulb is also planned. In this access-restricted area, members of our research and development team will have all they need to
create real-life products from JOB’s highly innovative ideas in as little
as 3–5 years after the project launch. These ideas typically derive from
discussions and innovation workshops between customers and JOB
as part of its strategically important Business Partnership Model
BPM, which is based on uncompromised trust and mutual secrecy
procedures.

Building JOB’s future
JOB has defined a tight time schedule for building and integrating the new production
facility into its work and material flows to eliminate any potential effects on JOB’s
production and delivery performance.
Through efficient construction controlling and strong topmanagement commitment to the timeline, it is ensured that all
milestones are achieved.

Nov 17, 2015
Ground work begins

Apr 1, 2016
Erecting the walls begins

June 27, 2016
Interior is finished

May 13, 2016
Finalization of the roof

Aug 1, 2016
Ready for setting
up machinery

At the end of 2016, JOB will celebrate the Grand Opening at an
open house event, inviting its customers to see and jointly appreciate the successful investment into the group’s future production
performance and delivery capabilities.

December 9, 2016
Grand Opening and Customer
Appreciation Day

Oct 1, 2016
First production begins
in the new building

Finish
Dec, 2017
New hall is fully operational and
integrated into JOB production

Another step underlining JOB’s excellence in customer orientation
JOB has acquired Geissler Glasinstrumente GmbH based in Wertheim, Germany
JOB has acquired Geissler Glasinstrumente GmbH based in Wertheim, Germany to offer another second source and second brand
strategy to its customers. The Geissler operation was predominantly
driven by Tyco and supplied thermo bulbs and other glass products to
the laboratory industry. Tyco selling Geissler to JOB proves once
again that JOB is a company whose business is not only based on
excellence but is also based on trust and fairness.
For decades, JOB uninterruptedly supplied with a zero-failure
approach to its customers. Furthermore, selling Geissler sends a
clear message to the industry.

Business Partnership Model (BPM) instead of being (partly) competitors or just another supplier.
This acquisition, ultimately operating two separate production
brands, aims to offer a higher degree of flexibility” explain Bodo Müller and Götz Gieselmann, the new managing directors of Geissler
Glasinstrumente GmbH. Geissler production will be continued, offering JOB and its partners redundant product lines including all relevant approvals.

“Once more, JOB has proved its commitment and dedication to
supporting the industry by being the leader in innovation and customer
service and having uncompromising risk management. With their
strategy and risk elimination program, combined with innovative
power, we better focus on our strengths and let use JOB its strengths.”
For JOB this is the clear feedback of successfully working within its

JOB – A GLOCAL organization
GLOCAL:

Because the JOB Group thinks GLObal, but acts loCAL, in the sense of having redundant local production sites in Germany
for a continuously growing global portfolio, driven by its Business Partnership Model, local representatives around the world, and active
global fire sprinkler associations support.
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Leading by Quality

Leading by Quality Excellence
Back in the 90th JOB started building up its management system according to EN ISO 9001.
With the evolution of this standard the company established a “plan-do-check-act”-cycle and the products were further improved.

Risk management
(ISO31000, including disaster
and continuity management)

IT security management

Health and safety management

Environment management

Quality management

Integrated Management System

Organization: customers, employees, suppliers

The EN ISO 9001 system provides the rules and framework for
JOB‘s daily work and development activities. And it will grow. Last
year the EN ISO 14001 certification has been achieved, which
checked the management system against strict environmental
aspects and regulations. Both standards, EN ISO 9001 and 14001 are
the essential part of JOB‘s Integrated Management System, IMS.
The next step now is to consider risk aspects in company processes
and the business in general within IMS, required by the new EN ISO
9001 standard. But this is only the preparation for implementing a
comprehensive risk management at JOB. Integration of health and
safety as well as energy management aspects will follow soon.
IT security techniques will complete the family of management
systems comprising the IMS at the organization.
As the “first choice of supplier” JOB aims to continue being reliable
in the future and ensure that there is no doubt about the quality of
its products and the delivery capabilities. For this, a systematic
approach is needed, which is supported by management systems
like the EN ISO 9001 and 14001.
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Certification by external approval bodies will provide the independent
evidence customers need without having to do these extensive and
costly audits on their own.
To handle and map the variety of processes and knowledge base in
the JOB Group a computer-aided process management tool
(ViFlow® System) helps to prepare for the future.
There is a need to determine and manage the knowledge owned by
the JOB Group to ensure the functionality of its processes and that
it can continue to achieve conformity and high quality of both its
products and services.

With its strong commitment to quality and consequently following a
ZERO FAILURE APPROACH, the quality plan has been developed
continuously to now comprise about 900 optical measurements for
each bulb produced. This helps achieving an outstanding quality
level, which results in satisfied customers with very few complaints.

All this helps JOB to continue being the
“supplier of choice” for its business partners!

Even with a better-than-industry-standard employee retention
rate, preventing the JOB Group from losing corporate knowledge
is essential and has been realized. This helps keep the knowledge
of more than 200 employees with a combined 2,000+ years of
experience at the company.

ISO
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Leading by Research and Development Excellence

Leading by research and development
JOB‘s development excellence
provides highly innovative products
SAVE Newspaper: Mr. Klug, as Head of R&D you are responsible for the continuous development and extension of the existing
products. Additionally, JOB frequently introduces completely new
innovations. How do all these product ideas emerge?
Mr. Klug: This is the result of many influencing factors and cannot
be answered with a simple sentence like “we have a powerful development department.” Well, we certainly do have such a capable
team, but we could not be as successful if it wasn’t for close cooperation with other departments in our organization and the consistent
readiness within our company to also pursue new paths regarding
product ideas, product development, and just trying out new things.
Typically, at the beginning of the long process of developing and
introducing a new product, there has to be the conceptual product
idea, a kind of “general idea.” It is not unusual that for creating such
an idea different colleagues and information from the market and
our customers are the “impetus” for such thoughts. It can be said
that a typical “general idea” is born from a close exchange between
members of different departments and our partners.
SAVE Newspaper: Could you please illustrate this with an
example?
Mr. Klug: Being an active member of multiple international committees means we have access to a number of statistical data
analyses on fires, fire sources and fire causes. Through specific
evaluation of the available data we ask ourselves – and this is part
of our company philosophy – how JOB or any of JOB’s products
could have prevented these fires in the first place. During the
course of such discussions the topic then becomes more and more
specific and at a certain point we reach a common understanding
of the matter, so that the question “Can we think of a possible
solution to this problem?” becomes comprehensive (and precise)
enough that we can appoint a project team to continue with the
actual research and development work for a certain solution. Of
course, in addition to this process, there are cases where business
partners, or a JOB colleague or other contact trigger a specific
product idea.
To give you an example, our product idea for the E-Bulb was born
after we, based on extensive data research from sources globally,
had learned that the majority of fires in the world are caused by
malfunction of electrical devices, and home appliances and their
power supplies in particular.
SAVE Newspaper: So, how does such a product then derive
from all these findings?
Mr. Klug: You can think of it as being a big funnel. You mix all the
knowledge and data, constraints, feasibilities and – of course – cost
aspects, stir and push it through a grinder of discussions and selection
processes and get out a new product at the bottom.
This is how, beside many others, from the example I mentioned
earlier, products like AMFE and E-Bulb came about.

Economical
requirements

Customer
requests

Own
ideas

Existing
technologies

Social
responsibilities

Technological
possibilities

S-AMFE

SAVE Newspaper: You have mentioned that not only the R&D
department, but also other departments are part of the typical
development process. Could you give us some examples, please?
Mr. Klug: To develop a finished product from a product idea is such a
complex task that no development department can accomplish this
alone. We get support and assistance from design engineers, for
example, who help create the product and design the CAD data and
get samples and prototypes from our machinists at the CNC
machine tool center; marketing creates the documentation and the
sales team facilitates the bridge to our business partners and the
markets globally.
SAVE Newspaper: But all this surely doesn’t work without
hitting limits?
Mr. Klug: Absolutely right! But we are strongly connected with
external technology experts and research centers like Hamburg University, the University of Maryland, TU Dresden, Fraunhofer Institute
as well as admission boards and approval agencies (like UL, TÜV,
NFPA, FM and others) around the world to minimize such potential
limits when creating new, innovative solutions in the fire-protection
industry.
We also support and encourage students who are with JOB on internships writing their bachelor and master theses, to continuously keep
our corporate knowledge and technological expertise at the highest
possible level.
Besides all this, we also actively contribute to organizations like ISO,
EN or IFSA to make sure they can access our professional knowledge
when designing new standards and norms for protecting people and
property from the dangers of fire.
So, as a result of all these connections, we have the conditions and
parameters in place to get access to experience and knowledge we
otherwise wouldn’t get.
SAVE Newspaper: It seems that the new building with its large
area dedicated in particular to the Research and Development Center
will certainly be a highlight for you personally, as well as for your team.
Mr. Klug: Certainly! We are excited – especially because the timing
couldn’t have been better.
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Leading by Product Innovation

E-BULB
Electronics have become an essential part of our modern lives.
The world, as it is today, depends on reliable and safe electronic
components, integrated circuit boards, and products to “move” our
lives in the majority of aspects of everybody’s day. From home
appliances to mobile devices, from cars to entertainment products,
from planes to the machines we are surrounded by – electrical and
electronic devices are everywhere. Safety thus becomes a major
concern and must not be forgotten when designing these products
to prevent loss of property, or even lives. JOB’s E-Bulb was designed to significantly improve the safety of electronic applications.
Based on the reliable and billion-fold proved success of its glass
thermo bulb, JOB aimed to add an additional function to the
thermo bulb to not only detect fire, but also to actively extinguish
and prevent fires from spreading in its earliest stage.

The internationally protected E-Bulb™ is filled with a nonconductive, nontoxic 3M™ High Tech NOVEC™ extinguishing liquid. When
the glass bulb bursts at a defined ambient temperature, the extinguishing liquid will automatically be released. Transition-free, the
liquid immediately converts into a gas with larger volume. As result
of cooling, and partially by oxygen reduction, the fire will be extinguished within seconds. Additionally, due to the bursting of the
glass, the power supply into the affected unit will be securely interrupted, preventing a potential fire from re-igniting.

Benefits at a glance:
•• Effectiveness verified by MPA Dresden
(test report. Nr. 2013-F-3188) and tested by UL
•• Activation temperature can be customized
•• No health hazard from the extinguishing agent
•• Noncorrosive, nonreactive 3M™ NOVEC™
•• Electrically nonconductive
•• Not harmful to the ozone layer (Zero ODP)
•• Residue-free evaporation
•• Maintenance free

The E-Bulb™ can be easily integrated into designs, as it is to be installed into traditional fuse holders.

AMFE
But not only power electronics need protection. Sometimes units that need protection from the effects of fire are even larger
and more complex than just an integrated power electronics device. For cases like this, JOB has developed the AMFE, the Automatic
Miniature Fire Extinguisher.
The AMFE uses JOB’s thermo bulb as a thermally activated
device to detect a fire by reacting on the increased temperature.
Due to the rising heat the pressure inside the glass bulb increases.
After the predetermined operating temperature of the heat sensitive glass bulb is reached, the glass bulb bursts into small fragments and triggers a mechanism that releases the gas from the
cylinder. The extinguishing medium is released through the holes in
the outlet body and extinguishes the fire when the fire is still in its
early stages. The quick operation and the effective extinguishing of
the fire prevents further expansion and helps keep damage low.

S-AMFE
Designed and operating like the standard AMFE, S-AMFE additionally
has electric connectors to allow an external device to monitor its
status. This allows for an independent detection, reporting and extinguishing device, which is required by many international standards and
norms. And it can help reduce alternative expenses (certificates etc.)

R-AMFE
Further adding to the versatility of JOB’s AMFE range, the R-AMFE can
be remotely triggered by a defined current, using the heat occurring in
a defined resistance along the glass element to increase heat beyond
its activation temperature. The R-AMFE can be connected with an
alarm center or a simple (smoke or gas etc.) detector to react
almost instantly to the earliest indications of a fire. This allows preventive triggering on a potential hazard long before the heat would
be significant enough to cause the glass bulb to burst.

Benefits at a glance:
•• Easy to use
•• Maintenance free
•• Easy to install
•• Variety of customer-specific operating & releasing
temperatures available
•• No water used (CO2, N2, 3M™ NOVEC™ etc)
•• Scalable
•• Robust and shock tolerant
•• Mechanical release; no electric power supply needed
– Independently detects and extinguishes fire
(and, as S-AMFE, reports its status)

I-AMFE
This I-AMFE initiates both sides. The I-AMFE is the solution for required
redundancy in especially sensitive areas or applications. It also allows
an increase in the protected volume due to connectivity of two cylinders initiating simultaneously. Other applications are cases where a
mix of two extinguishing agents might be needed, e.g. CO2 and N2 at
the same time. Often, redundancy is required by local norms or standards – a requirement I-AMFE fulfills. The principle functionality,
however, is again the same.

All these new products help JOB fulfilling its vision to protect everyone against the risk of fire at
any time, and to be supplier of choice.
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The JOB AMFE comes
in a wide variety of designs.

Leading by Product Innovation

JOB Thermo Bulbs
JOB Thermo Bulbs have become the
standard heatsensitive element in the
sprinkler industry.
The first fast-response glass bulbs have already been introduced
into the market in 1987. From the beginning of glass bulb production,
JOB continuously improved the production methods, the quality,
and the characteristics of its Thermo Bulbs in order to fulfill the
requirements for the highest possible quality, leading technology
and market needs.
One example for the continuous improvements and for innovative products is the Thermo Bulb Type F3-F. This type combines the sensitivity
of an ultra-fast response glass bulb with the strength of a standard
3 mm fast response bulb. Due to this new characteristic it is possible
to use this glass bulb for new applications like in ESFR-Sprinklers as
a direct-loaded heat-sensitive element without any leverage to simplify assembly procedures and, at the end of the day, to reduce costs.
New production methods allow JOB to manufacture glass bulbs out
of new, very special glass types. One of the glass bulbs using such a
glass is the U-Type Thermo Bulb, which has special properties and
a chemical composition that has been designed to protect the product against UV rays and sunlight. Such UV-resistant glass can typically be found in products used for sun protection in the cosmetics
industry (sunglasses).

Due to JOB’s own glass drawing and special treatments during
production of highly standardized glass, the improved speed,
strength, and robustness give opportunities for additional new
applications and new sprinkler designs as well as for applications
in different industries such as the automotive industry, where pressure relief devices in CNG/H2-driven cars require heat-sensitive
elements.

JOB is not only able to manufacture bulbs out of different glass compositions, but also in different shapes. Already known from the time
of Romanesque and Gothic church construction, these designs provide higher strength characteristics. The latest bulb innovation for
example, the C-Bulb, has much higher strength characteristics, especially against impacts along the side of the bulb.

The own glass drawing, in combination with new production
methods, offers the highest flexibility regarding different lengths,
aspect ratios, strengths, and sensitivity specifications according
customer demand. Glass bulbs are now available in lengths from
12 mm to 40 mm.

Thermo Bulb Links
JOB Thermo Bulb Links are the combination of the successfully
proven JOB Thermo Bulbs technology with a strong and innovative Link design, meeting the latest requirements of Link technology and its applications. The Thermo Bulb Link activates at zero
load and shares the advantages of glass bulbs when compared
with the traditional fusible elements, such as no environmental
issues, no temperature shift over time, and no cold flow, etc.
JOB‘s Thermo Bulb Links are UL listed and available as Quick
and Standard Response Links.

May the sales force be with you
With an increasing product portfolio not only in the successful traditional thermo bulbs segment of our business but also in new and
highly innovative products for device-integrated fire protection, it
has become necessary for JOB to extend its sales organization to
continue the high level of customer support and market development activities. JOB has decided to restructure its sales into two
key-account segments.
Our new appointment, Mr. Rajko Eichhorn, is responsible for
setting up and leading the sales unit focusing on our new E-Bulb
and AMFE series products for device-integrated fire suppression.
Mr. Jürgen Teschner continues to lead the sales unit for the fire
sprinkler industry products, Links, and related services.
This structural change assures a maximum of continuity with high
respect to all our existing business partnerships but also allows us
to approach and develop new markets with a high level of personal
support and service.
Mr. Jürgen Teschner (Bulbs and Links)

Mr. Rajko Eichhorn (AMFEs and E-Bulbs)
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Leading by Market Development and Support

Leading by market development and support
JOB not only supports the fire protection
industry by suppling glass bulbs to the major
sprinkler manufacturers, JOB also supports
the industry by supporting many associations
and standardization committees.
The vision of everybody in the sprinkler (fire) industry is to protect
the world against fire and ensure that nobody dies because of a
fire. To achieve this goal it is essential that high-quality approval
and installation standards are adopted and that these standards
are also enforced by approval bodies and the government. Only
certified products can guarantee the quality that is needed to
achieve JOB’s vision and only such products shall be installed
worldwide. This is, in some countries, not necessarily the case. In
some countries neither local approval standards are available nor
is the quality of the standard sufficient. JOB is an active member
of several international and local associations like NFPA, NFSA,
IFSA, AFSA, EFSN, EFSN-TC, ABSpK, AMRACI, ANRACI, and CFPA
who are working on adopting state-of-the-art standards in these
countries and on developing a system to enforce these standards
on a sustainable basis.
JOB serves in standard committees that develop standards like
DIN, ISO, CEN, UL-STP, and TFRI in order to support JOB’s business partners. Also supporting the whole fire safety industry, JOB
is always present at several exhibitions and conferences like NFSA,
IFSA, AFSA, NFPA, VdS, China Fire, Security Interschutz, MIPS,
Fire & Safety, and INTERSEC.
The JOB team is looking forward to your visit to its stands during
these events, in which JOB Thermo Bulbs often exhibits together
with other companies in the JOB GROUP such as Detectomat.

Simply. More. Safety.

The systems can be put to use in the most varied applications and
meet the demands of users and operators with regard to total cost of
ownership, for example as a system configured according EN 54-25
or BS5839 guidelines (e.g. as a radio-connected system for use in
kindergartens and schools). We focus on what makes technological
sense and brings significant added value for our customers.

As part of the JOB Group,
detection meets surpression.

GIT SECURITY: What other future trends do you consider to be
important?

GIT SECURITY: Mr. Bohl, we are already a long way into in 2016 –
what do you have on your agenda?

Mike Bohl: The trend is moving ever more toward remote access,
that is, the possibility to control systems from elsewhere, for
example for maintenance purposes. A VdS guideline is already
being prepared for this. Apps to operate and maintain systems will
also play a larger role in future. Along with that comes more effective documentation, which in turn means an improvement for both
the installer and the user. We are prepared technologically for both
scenarios. New maintenance modes will be introduced and we are
working on a new series of detectors that has improved features for
maintenance and service. The exchange of detectors described in
DIN 14675 will become easier and also more effective, which in turn
benefits the total cost of ownership.

Mike Bohl: We are focused on our goal of establishing our Detectomat
fire detection system brand in the top five in the German market. For this
we are continuously developing our fire detection business. We would
also like to continue to grow in the international markets. Here we are
taking steps in markets like the UK and Eastern European countries like
Poland and Russia.
GIT SECURITY: Which challenges do you have in fire detection
systems?
Mike Bohl: There is now more of a focus on full integration inside the
building. So the fire detection system has to be compatible with building management systems via a modern interface to combine systems
like access control, intruder detection, CCTV, and many others.
The target is a maximum of usability for the operator and end user.
The security requirements are also increasing and alarm scenarios
are becoming more complex and we have to work on the “two senses”
principle: visual and acoustic. So this means voice alarms are gaining in
importance. We meet these challenges with our company philosophy
“Simply. More. Safety.”
GIT SECURITY: Could you explain this in more detail, based on one
of your products?
Mike Bohl: Let’s take our dc3500 fire alarm panel: it is flexibly
adaptable for various solutions. The heart of the system is a Linuxbased PC which was conceived especially to meet the demands of fire
alarm technology. The system uses complex scenarios and algorithms
for fast and reliable fire detection. So real fires can be recognized in a
short time and false alarms eliminated.
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JOB‘s fire control panel dc3500

Another example is the SRC 4000, a fire alarm system completely
without wires. This enables complex buildings to be retrofitted without
affecting the substance of the building itself. So the panel is freely
configurable to adapt to any building.
GIT SECURITY: You portfolio of fire detectors is also very extensive.
Mike Bohl: Our fire detectors – from the optical and thermal versions
through to the multi-sensor detectors – are scalable almost without
limit. The broad spectrum of detectors allows us to provide rapid
fire detection with the highest user convenience. In short: there is a
reliable solution for every challenge. In general, our customers will
find their individual fire detection solutions in our product range.

GIT SECURITY: The subject of smart home security is gaining
speed – also with regard to fire detection. How does Detectomat
view this?
Mike Bohl: This market provides us with additional opportunities to
position reliable detection with open
interfaces. It continues to offer the
chance to position new technology for
detection and fire protection linked
with applications and convenience
functions that build on this basis. We
will present ideas on this subject at
Security 2016 and other events.

Mr. Mike Bohl,
Sales Director of JOB Detectomat

Leading by Partnership

The JOB Business Partnership Model
The objective of JOB’s BPM (Business Partnership Model) is to achieve business excellence in all processes between JOB and
customers including topics like Long Term Business Strategies, Consignment Programs, Assembly and Testing support. But JOB
strives to be more than a supplier – JOB aims to be a comprehensive business partner.
JOB’s vision is to lead the industry with outstanding customer
service and therefore be the customers’ first choice. This is the
reason why JOB has designed and implemented the Business Partnership Model (BPM). The objective for this approach is to be more
than just a glass bulb manufacturer. In order to achieve business
excellence in all processes JOB offers many services beyond just a
timely delivery of glass bulbs.

Consignment programs enable its partners to lower their glass bulb
stock levels and to reduce inventory cost at partners’ facilities
without losing the flexibility required by changing demands.
Additionally, in certain countries, in order to fulfill local market requirements, JOB also works together with local distribution partners.
Further, together with global partners, JOB follows markets and
identifies market trends and needs, which are eventually used to
define long-term strategies together with JOB’s business partners.

Working together regarding new innovative products also is an
essential part of this Business Partnership Model. The partners
have direct access to JOB’s research and development team. In
workshop meetings, ideas for future products and glass bulb
designs are generated together. A short period from a first idea to
the day of launching an innovative product drives time-to-market
(TTM) times down and gives JOB’s partners additional opportunities to grow their business.
Many of JOB’s business partners are already utilizing JOB’s in-line
inspection machines, either individually, fully integrated into the
customers’ automated manufacturing lines or as stand-alone
units. Combined with process analysis and lean manufacturing
support, JOB’s partners can thus drive down their total cost of
ownership (TCO).
A Business Partnership, based on mutual trust and a joint longterm business strategy ensures future success for both JOB and its
partners with products made only in Germany. JOB supports its
customers not only from Ahrensburg, Germany, but is available for
its BPM partners on-site to support during commissioning, but also
later during production or servicing, if needed.
JOB’s BPM partners are also visited at least once a year by representatives from the R&D team. In addition to that, continuous application and sales support is provided, as well as top-management
attention on a regular basis.

BPM is not just a slogan for JOB – it’s the
foundation of what JOB does every day!

JOB GROUP
STRONG UNDER ONE ROOF.

The companies JOB, JOB Thermo Bulbs, JOB Detectomat and JOB
Detectomat Living concentrate research, development, production
and sales of sustainable solutions „Made in Germany“ at the headquarters in Ahrensburg. The comprehensive solutions for fire protection and supression are designed for customers from various markets
and aplications like automotive, railway, industrial and residential
buildings and hotel facilities. Together with products of Detectomat
Living, also private users are adressed.

Published 2016 by JOB - all rights reserved by JOB.

JOB Thermo Bulbs and JOB Detectomat developed their products
already in the 1970s and both product lines are meanwhile million
times proven. The team of engineers and specialists creates and
developes technologically advanced and „easy-to-use“ solutions, that
are tailored to the specific requirements of the customers. The soultions are always designed and manufactured towards highest quality
standards to protect the customers against the risks of fire and zero
failure at any time.

WE HAVE A VISION OF A WORLD WHERE EVERYONE
IS PROTECTED AGAINST THE DANGERS OF FIRE,
EVERYWHERE AND ANYTIME.

B. Müller CEO, G. Gieselmann CFO JOB Group

